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ABSTRACT
The present work’s originality lies in the evidence of a
non negligible effect of the fluid ions’ and co-ions’ interaction
with the wall surface in a microtube. This study is based on the
EDL theory (Electrical Double Layer) which is developed here
for a circular geometry. High electrical surface potentials are
taken into account for the present study; they induce the nonlinearity of the problem's main equation (Poisson-Boltzmann
equation). The electrical field is determined, then the velocity
profile and finally the Poiseuille number. We show that even
with the EDL effect taken into account, the Poiseuille number
does not depend on the mean velocity. Our model agrees with
the experimental results for high surface potentials (> 25 mV).
This is found by comparing with experiments previously
carried out with microtubes ranging from 530 to 50 µm.

experimental studies are much more difficult to do due to
technical difficulties induced by higher working pressures. The
interaction of ions with water is of great importance in
biological and chemical applications. In a recent study, Hribar
& al. (2002) model ion solvation in water. Like Robinson &
Stokes (1959) they evidenced the influence of ions on water
properties. The separation distance between two ions in a
solution is a good indicator of the ions’ influence as detailed in
Tab. 1.
Tab. 1: Separation distance between two ions in a 1:1
electrolyte solution at several concentrations (water molecule
diameter: 15.4 pm).

INTRODUCTION
The liquid flow hydrodynamics in microtubes is a subject
presently investigated by many authors. The objective of these
studies is to provide an answer to the numerous and dispersed
results concerning the friction factor of liquid flows in
microtubes and microchannels. In many studies, gas flows in
microtubes show that the rarefaction effect is the origin of such
difference between experimental and theoretical results. This
can be explained by the slip velocity at the wall surface. The
Knudsen number which compares the free path length to the
tube diameter is a pertinent indication of the rarefaction effect
on the friction factor of a gas flow in a microtube. However for
a liquid flow, the theory has been developed less. Furthermore,

Several authors indicate that for concentrations over
0.02 M the ions’ influence cannot be neglected. This is
confirmed by the separation distance which reaches only 22
water-molecule diameters. The differences experimentally
observed in the literature may have many explanations which
are currently under discussion. Three effects may be proposed:
the micro-polar fluid theory [Eringen, 1966], the micromoment theory [Mingun, 1987], the electrokinetics effects
[Rice, 1965]. We focus our attention on the electrokinetics

effects. This theory also called the Electrical Double Layer
(EDL) theory originates with Rice & al. (1965). Since then,
several authors have tried to use the EDL theory to explain
experimental deviation from the Stokes flow theory. Mala &
al. in 1999 did experiments with microtube diameters ranging
from 50 to 254 µm and evidenced higher friction factors up to
15 %. They attribute this deviation to the electrokinetic
interaction between their microtube surface in stainless steel
and their fluid: water. In the present work, we detail the EDL
theory for a circular geometry and high surface potentials.
Then, comparisons with our experimental results are made.

few negative ions will be in the same space. The positive and
negative ion concentration is given by Eq. (1) where n+ and nare the positive ion concentration and the negative ion
concentration in the capillary respectively (Fig. 2). The ion
density can be expressed as a function of the electrostatic
potential: Eq. (2).

MODELING BASIS
EDL Principle
The EDL effect is based on the microscale flow and
electrostatic surface potential (Fig. 1). Every solid surface
brings electrical charges and so has an electrical surface
potential. If a liquid flows near the surface containing ions,
they will be attracted (ions) to the surface or repulsed (counter
ions). This attraction will be a function of the ion valence, the
surface charge and the ion concentration. An ion concentration
profile will appear. Ions will accumulate in a layer with a
thickness of a few ions, also called the compact layer (1 nm); a
thin layer which can reach a micrometer with an ion
concentration gradient can appear and is called the diffusive
layer.

Fig. 2: Influence of ion and co-ion concentration
due to a surface electrical potential.
(1)
(2)
The Poisson equation gives the relation between the
electrical potential: ψ(r) and the charge density: ρ(r); in a
circular geometry this relation is given in Eq. (3).
(3)
For the purpose of mathematical calculation, we use
dimensionless quantities. So, Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) give Eq. (5)
and Eq.(6) respectively using the dimensionless parameters
(ψ (r) , ρ (r) , r ) defined in Eq. (4).
(4)
(5)

Fig. 1: Electrical Double Layer near a charged
surface with ionic fluid

(6)
By replacing

Assuming the surface is negatively charged, a large
number of positive ions will be attracted to the surface and so

ρ (r) from

Eq. (5) into Eq. (6), we obtain

the Poisson-Boltzmann equation: Eq. (7). κ is called the
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electrokinetic dimensionless length and δ is the Debye-Huckel
parameter, also called the Electric Double Layer thickness.

These are function of the location in the capillary; either
one or the other will be used. The distance r = β is defined
and satisfies ψ (β) = 1 . Thus, two potential functions are

(7)

defined:

ψ

(r ) when r < β and ψ (r ) when r > β.

1

2

(8)
The boundary conditions of this non-linear second order
differential equation are given in Eq. (9) where ξ is the
electrostatic potential between the compact and the diffusive
layer expressed in Volts. The determination of ξ will be dealt
with a further section.
(9)
Poisson-Boltzmann equation solution
The Poisson-Boltzmann equation cannot be solved
directly. In almost all the literature, the main assumption is to
consider a low surface electrostatic potential (ψ0 < 25 mV)
which induces the simplification in Eq. (10a) in the entire
capillary. However, in recent experimental studies, it have
been shown a higher surface potential with silicon surfaces of
about 276 mV with de-ionized water for example and 107 mV
To solve the
with 10-4 M of KCl solution [Ren, 2001].
Poisson-Boltzmann equation without major simplification, we
consider two regions in the capillary as described by Figs. 4 &
5. The hyperbolic sinus function is simplified using two
functions of separate validity areas as indicated in Eqs. (10).
Equation (10a) is used for the central region of the capillary
where the potential ψ (r) is lower than 1 (ψ0 < 25 mV)
whereas Eq. (10b) is used near the wall where the potential
surface is higher than 1 (ψ0 > 25 mV).

Fig. 4: A capillary cross-section.

(10)

Fig. 5: A capillary length

Fig. 3 shows the original hyperbolic sinus function
compared to the two simplified functions.

The link conditions are the equality of both functions and
derivatives at r = β are given in Eqs. (11).

(11)
The boundary conditions are given in Eqs. (12).
(12)
The link condition of the potential function derivative will
be used to obtain β. Due to the fact that β has no analytic

Fig. 3: sinh(x) approximation by two functions: x and ½ exp(x)
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solution, we will use a numerical solver and will present only
the numerical solution. Now the addition of a volume force
due to the presence of ions in the fluid is possible.

Eq. (21) spatially integrated two times gives Eq. (22).
(22)

Momentum equation modified

The knowledge of the fluid velocity distribution in the
capillary depends on the electrostatic potential knowledge
through the second term of Eq. (22) but ES, the streaming
potential expression, is still unknown.

The momentum equation applied to the fluid is
considered with a new volumic force due to the heterogeneous
presence of ions: Eq. (13).

Streaming potential expression

(13)

The fluid flow imposed by a pressure gradient (the
opposite of electro-osmotic flow) implies an electrical field
called the streaming potential (ES). The current due to the
charge displacement in the flow is called the streaming current
(IS). The IS expression is given by Eq. (23).

Considering a 1D incompressible fluid flow on z axis;
thus Eq. (14) is obtained.

(14)
For simplification, we will take the following convention:

(23)

(15)

By doing typical non-dimensioning on U(r), ρ(r); the
expression is given by Eq. (24).

also, FZ is expressed as a function of the ion bulk density:
(16)
where EZ is the streaming field defined by EZ = ES/L. Eq. (14)
is put in a dimensionless form using Eq. (17).

IS

(24)

Due to the electrical neutrality of the fluid, a conduction
current (IC) appears in the fluid to balance the streaming
current. It expression is given in Eq. (25).

(17)
U0 is as a reference velocity which will be determined in a
further section. In this way, Eq. (18) is obtained.

(25)
The dimensionless form of IC is obtained using Eqs. (26)
and gives Eq. (27)

(18)

(26)

where K1, K2 and ES are defined in Eqs. (19) and (20).

(27)
(19)

where Σ1 is given by Eq. (28).

(20)

(28)

Eq. (18) is modified in Eq. (21) to obtain the

U (r ) expression.

ES , which is given in Eq. (30) is obtained by the sum of
the currents streaming and conduction in Eq. (29).
(21)

(29)
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(37)
(30)
QV is put in a dimensionless form in Eq. (38).

where Σ3 is given in Eq. (31).

(38)

(31)

UD is the mean velocity, thus from the first equality of Eq.

Using the expression of the dimensionless streaming
potential in the fluid velocity expression, it is now possible to
given the Poiseuille number.

(37), we obtain: QV =U D U 0 . So using the second equality of
Eq. (37) K1 is extracted and gives Eq. (39) where Σ2 is detailed
in Eq. (40).

Poiseuille number expression
The Poiseuille number (Po) expression is based on the
friction factor and so depends on the shear stress (τW) as
explained by Eq. (32) where UD is the mean fluid velocity and
Re the mean Reynolds number defined in Eq. (33).

(39)
(40)

(32)

Eq. (39) is injected into Eq. (36) and gives Eq. (41).
(41)

(33)
The shear stress expression is given by Eq. (34).

Few remarks can be made concerning Eq. (41): without
the EDL effect ( ES = 0), we obtain: Po = 64. The mean
velocity expression is still a problem. The solution is to choose
the mean velocity as reference velocity. It allows a
simplification and gives Eq. (42); now we have to show the
Poiseuille number is not a function of the mean velocity even
with the EDL effect. Eq. (40) gives Eq. (42) with U0 = UD.

(34)
Equation (34) is injected into Eq.(32) and gives the
relation between the Poiseuille number and the fluid velocity
derivative: Eq. (35). Then using Eq. (22), we finally obtain Eq.
(36).

(42)
(35)

The expression between brackets can be easily calculated
using the potential expression and is not a function of the

(36)

velocity. K2 and ES have to be detailed to show their product
is not a function of UD. Using Eq. (30), we inject the fluid
velocity expression and obtain Eq. (43) where Σ3 and Σ4 are
given by Eq. (44) and Eq. (45).

Now ES expression is known, but it is a function of
r and K1. K1 is a function of the pressure gradient which is

unknown. In a classical problem, the pressure gradient is fixed,
and either the mass flow rate or the mean velocity can be
deduced. Here both are required or their ratio without any

(43)

assumption. β is determined using Eq. (11b). ES has been
determined in the previous subsection, so UD and K1 are
needed to express the Poiseuille number (Po). We proceed as
in a classical tube to determine K1 using the flow rate (QV)
expression: Eq. (37).

(44)
(45)
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The new expression of ES is function of K1, K2 and K3:
Eq. (46).
where N is the Avogadro number. We take a room temperature
of 295.15 K; and a relative permittivity of 80. A zeta potential
or interfacial electrostatic potential (between the compact and
the diffusive layer) must be taken before continuing.
Considering the literature, for silicon surfaces with de-ionized
water the surface potential has been measured at 276 mV and
107 mV using 10-4 M KCl solution [Ren, 2001]. For further
calculation, we will take a zeta potential of 135 mV. In fact,
this zeta potential has been obtained by iteration and is in the
range of experimental potential measured by Ren & al. Thus

(46)
Using the K2 expression given in Eq. (43), the Poiseuille
number in Eq. (42) is shown not to be a function of the mean
fluid velocity. So, it is possible to compute the Poiseuille
number without the knowledge of the mean fluid velocity and
the pressure gradient. This indicates that with an EDL effect
the Poiseuille number is not a function of the Reynolds
number. By fixing all the parameters, it will be possible in
further section to numerically obtain the Poiseuille number.

ξ

CAPILLARY DIAMETER INFLUENCE

and the Debye-Huckel parameter can be calculated.

Tab. 2: Chemical composition of tap water given by
decreasing concentrations (mole/L).

Principle
To test our model, we modify the capillary diameter and
investigate the effect on the Poiseuille number’s variation, by
performing Poiseuille number measurements using a validated
method [Brutin, 2003]. The capillary diameter’s influence is
experimentally investigated in a range of 530 to 50 µm using
tap water. The relative surface roughness is also measured and
evidences no effect on the fluid Poiseuille number due to the
low value obtained under 2.10-4 for a 50 µm. The previous
experimental results will be compared here to the model.
Experimental setup & data processing
The experimental setup is composed of a data acquisition
system, capillaries, a balance and a pressure transducer. This
experimental system allows accurate measurements even for
low flow rates by preventing evaporation. Treated or untreated
fused silica tubing made by Restek® is used. The data
processing is based on a integration method fully detailed in a
previous publication [Brutin, 2003].

Electrostatic potential functions

Fluid parameters

The potential function is here solved depending of
(47) & Eq. (48).

We show the Poiseuille number is not a function of the
fluid mean velocity, so for mathematical simplification we take
U0 = UD = 1 m/s for further calculations. This value will
provide partial results such as the shear stress which will be
qualitatively correct but not quantitatively. For the tap water
used, we have to determine the total number of ions per m3. An
analysis of the water is provided in Tab. 2. The sum of all the
concentrations gives C0 = 7 10-3 M (mole/L) a number of ions
per unit of volume (n0) of:

r : Eq.

(47)
(48)
The solution of Eq. (47) is easily obtained and given in Eq
(49).
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results using tap water with the EDL model, computations
have been done for capillary radii between 25 to 275 µm by
step of 1 µm. The same increasing behavior is observed for
decreasing capillary diameters. The differences can be
explained by the model assumptions on the 1:1 electrolyte
solution, the constant zeta potential.

(49)
However, to obtain the solution of Eq. (48) few
assumptions have to be made on two parameters (P & Q). A
variable change is necessary (Levine, 1975). For our case: P <
0 which gives Eq. (50).
(50)
with
(51)
(52)
In Fig. 6 the electrostatic potential function is plotted for
all the range of capillary radii from 0 to 1 using Eq. (53).
(53)

Fig. 7: Experimental versus modeling comparison
for a zeta potential of 135 mV.
CONCLUSION & ON-GOING WORK
We developed here the Electrical Double Layer theory in
a circular geometry with high surface potentials. It is shown
that the Poiseuille number modified with the EDL effect does
not depend on the Reynolds number as the Stokes flow theory
for classical tubes. Furthermore, using a zeta potential
according to the literature, it is shown that the experimental
variation of the Poiseuille number for capillary decreasing
diameters can be predicted by the theory. Further
developments are currently being done on a second parameter
as the ionic concentration to confirm the surface-fluid
electrokinetic influence on the flow friction factor.
Experiments with several concentrations of a 1:1 electrolyte
salt solution (KCl) are conducted to evidence an influence of
the fluid ionic concentration.

Fig. 6: Electrostatic potential function variation for a zeta
potential of 135 mV and a capillary diameter of 60 µm.
So, from Eq. (53) the fluid velocity profile is determined
and given in Eq. (54).
(54)

NOMENCLATURE
Roman Letters

To plot a theoretical variation of the Poiseuille number
with the EDL effect, a discretisation of the capillary diameter
has to be done. For example, to compare our experimental

n0
kB
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Bulk concentration of ions (m-3)
Boltzmann constant : 1.3805.10-23 J.mol-1.K-1

T
R
r
z
e
EDL
EZ
ES
L
IS
IC
U0
UD
Po
N

Temperature (°C)
Capillary radius (m)
Distance to the capillary center (m)
Ion valence
Charge of a proton : 1.6021.10-19 C
Electrical Double Layer
Streaming potential (V.m-1)
Electrical field (V)
Capillary length (m)
Streaming current (A)
Conduction current (A)
Reference velocity (m.s-1)
Mean velocity (m.s-1)
Poiseuille number
Avogadro number: 6.0221.1023
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Greek symbols
ε
ε0
ρ
ρF
ξ
ψ
β
δ
κ
µ
λ0
τW

Relative permittivity
Static dielectric constant: 8.854.10-12 C.V-1.m-1
Local net electric charge density (C.m-3)
Fluid density (Kg.m-3)
Zeta potential (V)
Electrostatic potential (V)
Location which satisfy: ψ(r) = 1
Debye-Huckel parameter (m-1)
Dimensionless electrokinetic distance
Fluid dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
Solid surface electrical conductivity (Ω.m-1)
Wall strength (Pa)
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